
GIFT MINDFUL AND ARTISTIC JAPANESE GOODS THIS HOLIDAY SEASON

2022 BOUS HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE





BOUS Co. specializes in bringing quality Japanese products to the US market. 

Established in 2021, BOUS Co. was created to introduce modern, well-designed 

goods that promote sustainability and improve quality of life. We represent a 

wide range of products including stationery, o�ce and storage goods, 

kitchenware and leatherwear — and have successfully helped usher each brand 

into the US market.

The holiday season is the perfect time to connect with friends and family and gift 

meaningful presents that stand the test of time. BOUS has made the search for 

one-of-a-kind gifts easy so you can spend more time on the things that truly 

matter. In the spirit of holiday cheer, we've also included a special holiday o�er; 

we hope you find something that excites you!
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CONTENTS

GLOPLAY
The brightest, repositionable, removable and 

reusable wall decals/glow-in-the-dark stickers.

INDEN Est. 1582
The World Oldest Leather Accessories.

Pearl Life
Durably made, classic kitchen gadgets and office organizers.

Nakabayashi
Minimally designed, modern tools for everyday life.

KING JIM
A new stationery culture with tons of fun designs.

TAKENAKA Bento Box
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Lunch just got more colorful with 

bento boxes made with recycled PET bottles.
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TAKENAKA BENTO BOX

TAKENAKA Bento designs thoughtful, durably made, reusable containers 

with inspiration drawn from our Japanese roots. Eco-friendly, sustainable and 

made from recycled PET bottles, our stylish bento boxes inspire healthy 

living and creativity in your day to day life. Dishwasher and microwave safe 

and BPA Free, all TAKENAKA bentos are made in Japan.

Thoughtfully designed, 
sustainably created.
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2022 Holiday Special O�er 

TAKENAKA Traditional Bento 
10% O� Special Bundle Set 

Bento Nibble + Chopsticks 
x Travel Case Color Combination Set

*Pick your favorite color combination. 

AUG.01 - OCT. 30, 2022DURATION

Minimum 6 sets 

POKETO 2022 Edition Checkered Bite Dual
SKU#12-1801-00

POKETO 2022 Edition Pebbles Bite Dual
SKU# 12-1802-00

Bite Dual Matte Black with Black Band
SKU# 12-1402-001

Bite Dual Matte Olive with Black Band
SKU# 12-1402-040

NEW ITEMS
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KING JIM

Our uniquely developed products boast both functionality and sophisticated 

design, providing office and stationery solutions for the modern user. New 

and fun tape/sticker colors and designs, along with innovation solutions help 

usher in a brand new stationery culture.

A new stationery culture.
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SPECIAL
COLLABORATION
IN 2022
KING JIM has collaborated with POKETO, a 

creative design team based in Los Angeles to 

develop special edition TEPRA Lite tape cartridges. 

Combining our desire to infuse art and design in 

everyday life, these tapes are perfect for the 

creative in your life or if you want to add an extra 

pop to your stationery or organization. 

Check out our 2022 new collections today.

POKETO Classic

Doodles

Abstract

Winner of gia Excellence in Home Award 2022



2022 Holiday Special O�er 

10% o� TEPRA Lite + Our Best Selling Tape 
3 color bundle

#1: TPT11-009 Clear

#2: TPT11-006 White

#3: TPT15-004 Check Red

AUG. 01 - OCT. 30, 2022

Minimum 10 sets 

DURATION

OUR PICKS

“SAND IT” Document Holder

Classify documents, notebooks and more. Organize documents 

easily, throw them in and go

POKETO x TEPRA Lite
Special Collaboration in 2022

KING JIM has collaborated with POKETO, a creative design 

team based in Los Angeles to develop special edition 

TEPRA Lite tape cartridges.  
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NAKABAYASHI

Established in 1951, Nakabayashi offers a tastefully curated selection of 

Japanese stationery products that are both simple and logical in design. 

The standard practice of organizing things would not be complete without 

the simultaneous organization of thoughts. Each item is traditionally made to 

elicit the values and core principles of keeping organized, focusing on the 

way that ideas and thoughts can be genuinely captured neatly together 

through design.

Minimally designed, modern tools 
for everyday life.
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2022 Holiday Special O�er 

10% o� of Our Best Shearing Items

Hikigiri Slim Scissors for Delicate Cutting Titanium

Hikigiri Slim Scissors for Delicate Cutting Fluorine

Handy Shredder Convenient and Compact Shredder

SKU# NH-HST180-SG

SKU# NH-HSF180-DG

SKU# NSH-H01-W

AUG. 01 - OCT. 30, 2022

Minimum 10pcs per SKU

DURATION

OUR PICKS

TENANISHI 
Sustainable Permanent Marker 
Magic Ink Large

Quick drying, easy to write on any surface, water-proof

marker from Japan. The body is made from recycled, 

refillable glass for long lasting effect.

YU-SARI  Notebooks

YU-SARI boasts premium quality paper that 

complements fountain pen or rollerball ink with an 

ultra-smooth texture and quick drying properties. Glide 

your pen over its thick, egg shell colored paper for text 

that will pop off the page. Our newest notebook is 

all-purpose, and feels luxurious to the touch.
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PEARL LIFE

Established in 1968, Pearl Life is one of the most recognized houseware brands 

in Japan. Pearl’s wide variety of kitchen gadgets, organizers, and storage units 

have been designed to make your life elevated in both design and function. 

Each item has been designed with the user in mind, and each with its own 

specialized purpose. Let Pearl Life expand your life, one design at a time.

We use carefully selected and 

high-quality steel plate and glaze, to 

bolster the strength and cohesion of the 

enamel making it a beautiful, long-lasting 

item. Production of enamel items is 

centrally managed by us to ensure high 

quality and proper volume.

Our Classic Enamel Tools

Majority of our stainless steel items are 

made in the famed Tsubame-Sanjo district 

in Japan, known for its craftsmanship and 

metal processing of cutlery, tableware, 

cooking tools. 

Our Famous Stainless Steel
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Our Soffice series is made from durable 

quality plastic in Japan. Each item is 

designed to nest and stack into each 

other to gain the best storage solutions 

for any office space.

So�ce
O�ce Storage Solutions

With the modular collection, we take a 

minimalist approach to storage to 

provide maximum flexibility. These sleek 

organizers can be mixed and matched 

for an easily customizable organization.  

The small tray is perfect for storing clips, 

tacks, office essentials, and any other 

tiny items for fast access. Use the large 

tray for pens, highlighters, scissors, or 

craft tools. The translucent design keeps 

its look clean and neat.

Pico
Stackable containers
with dividers
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INDEN Est.1582

In 1582, Japan, INDEN began crafting durable, functional designs for the 

popular Samurai warriors to use as decorations for war armo with 

light-weight, flexible, leather. Over 400 years later, INDEN continues to make 

high-end leather designs for everyday wear. The long history of the brand 

stands firmly behind the high-quality deer leather and the natural sheen of 

wooden lacquer that is adorned by hand on the exterior of each item. The 

lacquer not only protects the leather but gives the design a unique, 

hand-pressed pattern that makes every INDEN product truly one-of-a-kind. 

Exquisite Leather Fashion Accessories
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OUR PICKS

In Japan, the Chevron pattern 

represents a bow on the war field, taking 

its shape from arrow fletching. This 

shape is used as a lucky charm in 

different kinds of ceremonies like 

weddings and graduations and 

represents determination based on a 

famous phrase saying that once an arrow 

is fired, it never returns.

Chevron

The Seven Treasures (Shippou) refers to 

the seven treasures of Buddhism: silver, 

gold, coral, lapis lazuli, agate, seashell, 

and amber - rare and precious products. 

The pattern means forever, linked with 

lover, family, and friends. It is also known 

for ushering in good relationships and 

harmony.

Seven Treasure

2022 Holiday Special O�er 

Get 10% o� for over $300

AUG. 01 - OCT. 30, 2022DURATION
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GLOPLAY

The brightest repositionable, removable and reusable

wall decals/glow-in-the-dark stickers.
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Brighten up your holiday with GLOPLAY

Halloween Town
SKU#35-2109

Merry Christmas
SKU#35-2110

Dream
SKU#35-2301

Smile
SKU#35-2302

Good Vibes
SKU#35-2303

Love and Peace
SKU#35-2304

Peace and Love
Available in Sep 2022

New Series
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sales@bous.co
17322 Murphy Ave. 
Irvine, CA 92614
Tel: +1-949-506-9802
https://www.bous.co

Please contact us to request 

wholesasle price sheet at


